Purpose: To develop a framework to reconstruct large-scale volumetric dynamic MRI from rapid continuous and non-gated acquisitions, with applications to pulmonary and dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) imaging.
Introduction
Volumetric dynamic MRI has become an important component in a wide variety of applications, including pulmonary [1, 2] , flow [3, 4] , and dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) imaging [5] . Among its many advantages, 3D dynamic MRI enables high quality multiplanar and temporal reformatting, which can greatly simplify clinical workflow. Recent advances in parallel imaging [6, 7] , compressed sensing [8] and data sorting techniques [9] have also substantially improved spatiotemporal resolution tradeoffs and motion robustness, which translate to many practical benefits in clinical settings [10, 11, 12] .
Because volumetric dynamic MRI reconstruction is inherently underdetermined, most existing methods [9, 13, 2, 14] rely on gating and data binning techniques to reduce reconstruction undersampling rates.
In particular, these techniques exploit the periodicity or repeatability of the underlying dynamics, such as cardiac and respiratory motion. k-space samples are acquired over many cycles and are then sorted according to their corresponding phase in the cycle. Data sorting can be accomplished by leveraging external navigator signals, such as respiratory bellow or navigators derived from the MR data itself (self-gating).
One can then either reconstruct a single phase (hard gating) or a weighted combination of the phases (soft gating) [15, 16, 17, 5] . All phases can also be jointly reconstructed to produce motion resolved images.
Binning can also be extended to include multiple dimensions, such as the two-dimensional parametrization of cardiac and respiratory phases in XD-GRASP [9] . XD-flow [18] further extends multidimensional data binning to incorporate flow encoding. Recently, MR multitasking [14] considers multiparametric mappings and bins measurements in up to five dimensions.
The main drawback of gating and data binning methods is that periodic assumptions may not hold in practice. Incompatible dynamics include bulk movements, coughing, and contrast enhancements. These transient dynamics can be lost in reconstruction or assigned incorrectly to one of the phases, causing image artifacts. Moreover, gating techniques require accurate estimations of the underlying respiratory signal, which can be challenging to obtain for patients with irregular motions. Finally, when integrated to applications like DCE, in which non-periodic dynamics are desired, these methods inherently limit the temporal resolution to be coarser than a respiratory cycle.
In this article, we aim to overcome the limitations of periodicity constraints. In two-dimensional (2D) dynamic imaging, there are a wide range of works [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25] on reconstructing non-gated real-time dynamic MRI at a high spatial resolution. However, three-dimensional (3D) dynamic MRI reconstruction is vastly more underdetermined and demanding of computation and memory. While compressed sensing and low rank reconstruction techniques enable better tradeoffs between spatial and temporal reso-lution, state of the art methods [5, 26, 27] can only achieve temporal resolution on the order of seconds.
Alternatively, spatial resolution is usually compromised to achieve higher frame-rates [28, 29] . One reason for the limitations is that most existing techniques consider Cartesian or stack of 2D non-Cartesian trajectories, such as stack-of-stars or stack-of-spirals, which do not sample efficiently in at least one dimension. These sampling trajectories are often preferred partly because of their computational efficiency: the reconstruction problem can be broken down into 2D sub-problems that can easily fit into memory of local servers and deployed concurrently across processors.
Instead, we leverage intrinsic 3D non-Cartesian trajectories, such as 3D radial [1] and 3D cones [30] . These trajectories with pseudo-random orderings can efficiently cover k-space in a short time interval, making them ideal for high resolution volumetric dynamic imaging. Moreover, their undersampling artifacts are diffuse in the image domain along all directions, which fit well to the compressed sensing framework. However, even with these efficient trajectories, the reconstruction problem is still heavily underdetermined, and significantly more computationally and memory expensive. In particular, the problem requires recovering images on the order of a hundred gigabytes (GB) from a few GBs of measurements, and cannot be decoupled into smaller 2D sub-problems.
We propose two innovations to overcome these reconstruction challenges: (1) a compressed representation using multi-scale low rank matrix factorization (MSLR) [31] that both constrains the reconstruction problem and reduces its memory footprint. (2) Stochastic optimization to reduce computation, improve memory locality and minimize communications between threads and processors.
MSLR was previously studied in [31] and generalizes low rank (LR) [32, 33] , locally low rank (LLR) [34] , and low rank + sparse (L+S) [35] matrix models. The representation consider all scales of correlations; local, global, and sparse. Hence, it can obtain a more compact signal representation than other LR methods.
In Section 2.1, we will combine the compact MSLR representation with the MRI acquisition model. A consequence of using this compressed representation is that the underlying dynamic sequence of images, which can require hundreds of GBs of storage, can be represented in mere few GBs. We propose an objective function that directly solves for the compressed representation. Such an approach makes it feasible to implement the reconstruction on local workstations. In the context of LR modeling, this is often referred to as the Burer-Monteiro factorization, which will be explained in Section 2.3.
To further reduce computation, we propose using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [36] for reconstruction. SGD is commonly used nowadays in machine learning to efficiently optimize over large-scale datasets for training neural networks. Inspired by this use, we apply SGD to large-scale volumetric dynamic MRI reconstruction. SGD allows us to reduce the number of non-uniform fast Fourier transforms (NUFFT) from thousands-per-iteration to a single one per iteration. In particular, incorporating stochastic optimization for the proposed method cuts down the reconstruction time from weeks to hours, and will be described in more detail in Section 2.4.
We demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method in DCE imaging acquired with a golden-angle ordered 3D cones trajectory [30] and lung imaging acquired with a bit-reversed ordered 3D ultra short time echo (UTE) radial trajectory [1] . Our results show that the proposed technique, reconstructed at near millimeter spatial resolution and subsecond temporal resolution, can visualize certain transient dynamics that are lost in gating based reconstructions. Figure 1 : Overview of the proposed method. We leverage intrinsic three dimensional (3D) trajectories, such as 3D radial and 3D cones, with ordering that incoherently cover time and k-space over the entire acquisition. We then propose two innovations: (1) a compressed representation using multi-scale low rank matrix factorization that both constrains the reconstruction problem and reduces its memory footprint. (2) Stochastic optimization to reduce computation, improve memory locality and minimize communications between threads and processors. This allows us to reconstruct large-scale volumetric dynamic MRI, which enables high quality reformatting as shown in Video S1.
Theory

Multi-scale Low Rank
We begin by giving an overview of different LR models and motivate the use of MSLR for volumetric dynamic image reconstruction.
LR modeling [32, 33] has been shown to be effective at representing static tissues, global contrast changes or smooth dynamics in many dynamic imaging applications [37, 24, 38, 39, 28] . Besides regularizing the reconstruction problem, explicit LR factorization can drastically reduce memory usage by representing dynamic image series with a few basis vectors. This memory saving property was used in the many works [37, 24, 38, 39, 28] for smaller data sizes and often for problems that can easily be decoupled into smaller 2D problems. In this article, the need for high compression rate becomes crucial as the problem cannot be separated into smaller 2D ones and is on the order of a hundred GB.
Since LR representation does not use the spatiotemporal locality of the underlying components, the resulting representation can be large when sparse or local temporal changes are present. Even if most dynamics are concentrated locally in space, such as contrast dynamics in blood vessels, LR still requires many basis vectors, each of which has the size of the full image. As a result, localized dynamics can often be lost in reconstruction, as shown in Section 4. To mitigate this, LLR was proposed by Trzasko et al. [34] to better capture spatial locality, and has been shown to represent dynamics more accurately in DCE imaging [5] . However, LLR does not compactly capture global correlation, which can lead to flickering artifacts in practice. Another direction to enhance LR is the L+S representation [35] . L+S separately represents static background dynamics as a LR matrix and fast transient dynamics as a sparse matrix.
However, unlike LR or LLR, L+S cannot be used for compression, unless the non-zero locations of the sparse components are known. In particular, the sparse components in L+S would require storing the entire image sequence in order to perform reconstruction, which defeats the purpose of using a compressed representation in the first place.
Here we adopt the MSLR representation that generalizes the above mentioned LR models, to capture dynamics at multiple scales. In MSLR, the spatiotemporal matrix is represented as a sum of block-wise low rank matrices with increasing scales of block sizes, as illustrated in Figure 1 . This allows us to retain the benefits of both LR and LLR, using the decomposition technique introduced in L+S.
Concretely, let us consider for each time t = 1, . . . , T , the underlying image is denoted by x t ∈ C N . Then, for scale j = 1, . . . , J, let N j be the block size, B j be the number of blocks, and K j be the maximum block matrix rank, then for each block b = 1, . . . , B j , let us define L jb ∈ C Nj ×Kj be the block spatial bases, and R jb ∈ C T ×Kj be the block temporal bases. The volumetric image sequence is then represented as
for t = 1, . . . , T , where the operator M jb ∈ C N ×Nj embeds the input block matrix to the full image, and R jb [t] extracts the block temporal bases corresponding to time t of size 1 × T . We note that compared to the standard singular value decomposition notation X = UΣV H , L and R incorporate the singular values and are not necessary orthonormal. This allows us to solve for two variables instead of three, but it is simple to convert one convention to another via L = UΣ 1/2 and R = VΣ 1/2 .
For notation simplicity, we consider the stacked spatial and temporal bases L j ∈ C Nj Bj ×Kj and R j ∈ C T Bj ×Kj respectively such that,
where M j embeds the input to an image.
Dynamic MRI Forward Model
We consider the multi-channel MRI acquisition model with C coil channels and divide the overall scan time into T frames. We assume the underlying image for each frame is approximately static for fine enough temporal resolution. That is, we consider view sharing with short non-overlapping time windows. Then, for each time t = 1, . . . , T , given the underlying image x t ∈ C N , k-space data y tc ∈ C M for each channel c = 1, . . . , C are acquired such that,
where F t ∈ C M ×N is a non-uniform Fourier sampling operator for time t, S c ∈ C N ×N is a sensitivity map operator for channel c, and w tc ∈ C M represents the white Gaussian noise of the acquisition for time t and channel c.
Since the number of measurements is much smaller than the total dynamic image size, the reconstruction problem is underdetermined and it is necessary to impose additional constraints. Compressed sensing MRI [8] has shown that with an incoherent sampling acquisition, the underlying signal can be recovered with an efficient algorithm if it can be represented compactly using a sparsifying transform, which was extended to LR models. In this article, we leverage intrinsic 3D non-Cartesian trajectories, such as 3D radial [1] and 3D cones [30] , with ordering that incoherently cover time and k-space over the entire acquisition. As for the underlying model, we use MSLR for compactly representing the underlying volumetric image sequence, which results in the following forward model:
Memory efficient formulation using the Burer-Monteiro Factorization
Given the forward model, one way to impose low rank constraints is through convex relaxation by minimizing the nuclear norm [40, 41, 42] , or equivalently the sum of singular values. In particular, let X * denote the nuclear norm of a matrix X, and X (j) = Bj b=1 M H jb X * denote its block-wise nuclear norm extension, the convex formulation consider the following problem,
where λ j is the regularization parameter for scale j. Nuclear norm formulations enjoy rich theoretical guarantees, and in particular can recover the underlying low rank matrix when the sensing model is incoherent [40, 41, 42] . In addition, MSLR using nuclear norm minimization was previously studied in [31] , and has been shown that multi-scale low rank decomposition can be recovered when {λ j } J j=1 are chosen proportional to:
This regularization parameter relationship means that we only need to tune one parameter in practice versus tuning J regularization parameters.
On the other hand, a significant downside of the convex formulation is that it uses tremendously more memory. This is because the explicit matrices are stored in all scales even if they are extremely low rank. In particular, for an image size of 320 × 320 × 320 and 500 frames, merely storing the image in complex single precision floats requires 125 GBs! Applying iterative algorithms would require a few times more memory as work-space, which can approach terabytes. Local workstations, or even computing clusters, have difficulty handling such memory demand.
Rather than minimizing the convex problem in Equation (5), we consider the Burer-Monteiro factorization [43, 41] to directly solve for the compressed representation. The Burer-Monteiro factorization considers the following non-convex transformation,
and minimizes the following equivalent objective function:
The primary benefit of this formulation is that it can use significantly less memory for low rank matrices, and, for a typical 3D volume, can even fit the variables in graphic processing units (GPU). Moreover, the Burer-Monteiro heuristics retain theoretical guarantees and allows us to use the regularization parameter relationship shown in Equation (6). Existing works [43, 44] have shown that any second-order stationary point (i.e. solutions with zero gradient and positive semi-definite Hessian) of the low rank factorized nonconvex problem is equivalent to the global minimum of the convex problem using nuclear norm, as long as the solution matrix rank is smaller than what is prescribed. Recent theoretical results [45] have further shown that under the usual compressed sensing incoherence condition (such as the restricted isometry property), any second-order stationary point of the non-convex formulation is also a global minimum.
Before moving to the algorithm, we note that the proposed formulation can easily incorporate priors of the temporal dynamics, such as smoothness. For example, given a finite difference operator D ∈ C T −1×T , the above objective function can be modified to enforce temporal smoothness as follows:
which is equivalent to applying the block-wise nuclear norm to the matrix X j D H (j) .
Stochastic Reconstruction
On the other hand, performing conventional iterative reconstruction, such as gradient descent (GD), still requires performing many NUFFTs per iteration, one for each time frame and channel, which can be prohibitively expensive. To address this, we propose to apply stochastic optimization techniques to accelerate the reconstruction, which updates the bases using subsets of the measurements.
Using stochastic optimization to accelerate reconstruction has been proposed in the general medical imaging community. Examples include the ordered subset algorithms for positron emission tomography reconstruction [46, 47] , and the algebraic reconstruction technique for computed tomography [48] . A recent work [49] also proposed to use stochastic optimization for dynamic MRI reconstruction, but only demon-strated on gated k-space datasets. Our contribution is to show how stochastic optimization can transform an almost computationally infeasible reconstruction to a practical one.
In particular, let us split the objective function into separate frames and coils,
for t = 1, . . . , T and c = 1, . . . C. We obtain f (L,
Then, in each iteration, we pick only one frame t, and one coil c, and perform SGD as follows:
where α is a step-size parameter. We will describe in Section 3 on how to select it.
Moreover, SGD can easily support parallel processing by performing mini-batch updates. Given G parallel processors, such as multiple GPUs, each processor g can choose a different frame t, and a different coil c,
, and additively synchronize afterwards.
Concretely, in each iteration, SGD selects an index set I = {(t 1 , c 1 ), (t 2 , c 2 ), . . . , (t G , c G )}. Then, SGD can be parallelized across G processors as follows:
where only the summations are synchronized across the processors, thus minimizing expensive communications.
Methods
We demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed method on DCE datasets acquired with a golden-angle ordered 3D cones trajectory [30] and lung datasets acquired with a bit-reversed ordered 3D UTE radial trajectory [1] . To ensure the same parameters provide similar performance for different datasets, the forward operators and k-space datasets were normalized appropriately. In particular, the NUFFT operators were normalized by the maximum singular value of the NUFFT operator of the first frame, i.e. F 1 , which was estimated using ten iterations of power method. The k-space data was scaled by √ T / x grid 2 , where x grid is the density compensated gridding reconstructed image. We found that this normalization scheme made regularization parameters less sensitive to dataset scaling and the number of frames.
The spatial bases {L j } j and temporal bases {R j } j were initialized as white Gaussian noise vectors with unit norm. To choose the step-size α, we first set it to one, and run the iteration updates. If the iteration diverged with the gradient norm reaching the numerical limit, the reconstruction was restarted and the step-size was halved. In practice, very few iterations were needed to detect divergence, as SGD is known to diverge exponentially [51] when the step-size is too large.
The regularization parameters were chosen to be λ j = λ( N j + √ T + 2 log B j ), with λ being a usertuned parameter. Due to the small image size of the second DCE dataset described below, we performed parameter search on it for a 20-frame reconstruction and used the same parameters for all other datasets. In particular, λ = 10 −4 results in the best subjective tradeoff between noise-level and spatiotemporal blurring.
Supporting Figure S1 shows an example of the tradeoffs. Following common practices in machine learning, SGD selects time frames and coils sequentially from shuffled instances of {1, . . . , T } × {1, . . . C}. Objective values over iterations were also recorded for the same reconstruction as mentioned above to set the number of epochs. The number of epochs was 60, which means SGD goes through the entire k-space dataset 60 times and results in a total of 60T C/G SGD update steps.
We compared the proposed reconstruction with gating based methods, which required respiratory motion signals. We estimated them from filtered k-space center signals. There are two reasons for using k-space DC based navigators: 1) it is self-gated, which avoids drifting and asynchronous issues associated with respiratory bellows, and 2) completely automated, which does not need manual selections of region of interests as in image navigators. Symmetric extension was performed on the k-space center before filtering to prevent edge effects. The filter was optimized in the least squares sense to have a pass band between 0. 
DCE with Golden-angle Ordered 3D Cones Trajectory
We applied the proposed reconstruction on three DCE datasets from pediatric patients to qualitatively evaluate its performance. All datasets were acquired on GE 3T scanners using a spoiled gradient echo (SPGR) sequence and a golden-angle ordered 3D cones trajectory. The first dataset is a chest scan with regular respiratory motion and little bulk motion. The second dataset is a chest scan with several large bulk movements throughout the scan. The second dataset is an abdominal scan with regular respiratory motion.
Signal intensity curves were plotted at voxels at the left and right ventricles, and aorta for the first two datasets, and at the cortex, medulla, and aorta for the third dataset.
On the first dataset, we performed reconstructions with LR, LLR, and MSLR of 500 frames to evaluate how different LR models affect the reconstruction quality. Matrix ranks for LR and LLR were chosen such that they have similar number of parameters as MSLR. For all datasets, we compared the proposed reconstruction method of 500 frames to soft-gated dynamic reconstructions of 20 frames. The soft-gated dynamic reconstruction was similar to Zhang et al. [5] except with a MSLR regularization instead of LLR.
Soft-gating weights were computed from the respiratory motion signal mentioned above with a threshold chosen from the 10th percentile of the signal, and a decay parameter of 1.
More specifically, the first DCE dataset was acquired with a 16-channel coil array, scan time of 4 minutes 40 seconds, TE=0.1 ms, TR=5.8 ms, flip angle=14 degrees, and bandwidth=125 kHz. The number of readout points was 624, and the number of interleaves was 48129. The spatial resolution was reconstructed at 1 × 1 × 2.8 mm 3 , and the matrix size was 323 × 186 × 332. The targeted reconstruction temporal resolution for the proposed method was 580 ms, and for the soft-gated reconstruction was 14.5 s.
The second DCE dataset was acquired with a 12-channel coil array, scan time of 5 minutes 11 seconds, 
Pulmonary Imaging with Bit-reversed Ordered 3D UTE Radial Trajectory
We applied the proposed reconstruction on three lung datasets from adult patients to qualitatively evaluate its performance. All datasets were acquired on GE 3T Discovery MR750 clinical scanners (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) using an optimized UTE sequence [1] and a bit-reversed ordered 3D radial trajectory. The first dataset has regular respiratory motion and little bulk motion. The second dataset has abrupt bulk motions such as coughing throughout the scan. The third dataset is from a patient with interstitial lung disease, which causes fibrosis and stiffness in the lung. The dataset shows asynchronous phases between two sides of the lung, which may be due to the disease.
We compared the proposed method with respiratory resolved reconstruction to five motion states. For the first two datasets, the proposed technique was reconstructed with 500 frames, whereas for the third lung dataset, it was reconstructed with 750 frames to better visualize the respiratory motion. The respiratory resolved reconstruction was performed with total variation regularization along the motion states, which is similar to Jiang et al. [2] and Feng et al. [52] . To exclude data corrupted by bulk motion, only k-space data with the respiratory signal between the 10th and 90th percentiles were used. They were then sorted into five equally sized bins, each representing a motion state.
More specifically, the first lung dataset was acquired with an 8-channel 
Results
In the spirit of reproducible research, we provide a software package in Python to reproduce the results described in this chapter. The software package can be downloaded from:
https://github.com/mikgroup/low_rank_recon.git Figure 4 : Comparison of the proposed method with the soft-gated reconstruction of the first DCE dataset. Dynamics can be seen more clearly in Video S4 and S6. Regular respiratory motion can be observed in the proposed reconstruction in Video S4. Contrast enhancements can be seen starting from the right ventricle, to the lung, then the left ventricle, and to the aorta, whereas the soft-gated reconstruction merges together the temporal changes of the lung, the left ventricle and the aorta. The signal intensity plots for the proposed reconstruction also show much higher peaks when contrast is injected, which is physiologically accurate. In comparison, the soft-gated reconstruction signal curves appear to be smoothed.
DCE with Golden-angle Ordered 3D Cones Trajectory
Second DCE dataset
Convergence plots for the second DCE dataset reconstructed with 20 frames are shown in Figure 5a and b.
Each marker indicates a pass through the entire k-space dataset. Figure 5a compares SGD with one GPU to GD. After 60 passes of k-space data, SGD is mostly converged, whereas GD only attains the objective value of about the fourth pass for SGD. Figure 5b compares the convergence of SGD with multiple GPUs. The convergence rates are similar in terms of number of passes. As for overall computation time, there is a small overhead going from one GPU to two GPUs, resulting in a 1.7x speedup instead of the ideal 2x speedup.
We conjecture that this is due to data transferring between GPUs. From two to four GPUs, there is not much additional overhead, resulting in a speedup of almost 2x. The overall speedup from one to four GPUs is about 3.4. Figure 6 and Video S7 and S8 compare the proposed method with the soft-gated reconstruction. From Video S7, the proposed reconstruction shows regular respiratory motion in the beginning, but after contrast injection, breathing becomes more rapid and the patient body shifts to the right seven times. While the image quality during these bulk movements degrades, it improves as soon as the patient body returns to the original position. Similar to the first DCE dataset, distinct phases of contrast enhancement to different organs can be seen, whereas the soft-gated reconstruction merges all dynamics into one frame, including the bulk motion. From the signal intensity curves, the peak contrast enhancements are higher for the proposed reconstruction than for the soft-gated reconstruction. Dips in the signal intensity curves in later parts of the Comparison of SGD convergence rates with multiple GPUs. The convergence rates for different GPUs are similar. The convergence rates are similar in terms of number of passes. As for overall computation time, there is a small overhead going from one GPU to two GPUs, resulting in a 1.7x speedup instead of the ideal 2x speedup. We conjecture that this is due to data transferring between GPUs. From two to four GPUs, there is not much additional overhead, resulting in a speedup of almost 2x. The overall speedup from one to four GPUs is about 3.4.
scan can be seen for the proposed reconstruction, which corresponds to when bulk motions occur. A motion adjusted plot was created by manually tracking the voxels over time. Variations due to bulk motions in the signal intensity plots are mostly removed after motion adjustment.
An instance of the proposed method takes about 6 hours and the soft-gated reconstruction takes about 30 minutes. The resulting image using the MSLR representation takes 1GB to store. Figure 7 and Video S9 and S10 compare the proposed method with the soft-gated reconstruction. From Video S9, regular breathing motion can be seen in the proposed reconstruction. Contrast dynamics starting from the aorta, and slowly filling in the cortex and the medulla can be observed. The aortic temporal changes can be seen at a higher frame-rate for the proposed reconstruction than for the soft-gated reconstruction. In terms of image quality, the proposed reconstruction displays lower noise-like artifacts. On the other hand, both reconstructions show some temporal oscillation artifacts.
Third DCE dataset
An instance of the proposed method takes about 42 hours and the soft-gated reconstruction takes about
Soft-Gated Recon.
Extreme MRI Extreme MRI (Motion Adjusted)
Soft-Gated Recon. 30 Figure 6 : Comparison of the proposed method with the soft-gated reconstruction of the second DCE dataset. Dynamics can be seen more clearly in Video S7 and S8. From Video S7, the proposed reconstruction shows regular respiratory motion in the beginning, but after contrast injection, breathing becomes more rapid and the patient body shifts to the right seven times. While the image quality during these bulk movements degrades, it improves as soon as the patient body returns to the original position. Similar to the first DCE dataset, distinct phases of contrast enhancement to different organs can be seen, whereas the soft-gated reconstruction merges all dynamics into one frame, including the bulk motion. From the signal intensity curves, the peak contrast enhancements are higher for the proposed reconstruction than for the soft-gated reconstruction. Dips in the signal intensity curves in later parts of the scan can be seen for the proposed reconstruction, which corresponds to when bulk motions occur. A motion adjusted plot was created by manually tracking the voxels over time. Variations due to bulk motions in the signal intensity plots are mostly removed after motion adjustment. Figure 7 : Comparison of the proposed method with the soft-gated reconstruction of the third DCE dataset. Dynamics can be seen more clearly in Video S9 and S10. From Video S9, regular breathing motion can be seen in the proposed reconstruction. Contrast dynamics starting from the aorta, and slowly filling in the cortex and the medulla can be observed. The aortic temporal changes can be seen at a higher frame-rate for the proposed reconstruction than for the soft-gated reconstruction. In terms of image quality, the proposed reconstruction displays lower noise-like artifacts.
On the other hand, both reconstructions show some temporal oscillation artifacts.
Pulmonary
Imaging with Bit-reversed Ordered 3D UTE Radial Trajectory Figure 8 and Video S11 and S12 compare the proposed method with the respiratory-resolved reconstruction.
First lung dataset
From the cross-section over time and Video S11, regular breathing with slight variable rates can be observed.
Overall, Video S11 of the proposed reconstruction shows temporal flickering artifacts. Looking at each frame individually, the proposed reconstruction shows similar image quality and sharpness as the respiratory resolved reconstruction for the expiration phase. For other phases, the respiratory resolved reconstruction is slightly sharper near the diaphragms.
An instance of the proposed method takes about 45 hours and the respiratory resolved reconstruction takes about an hour. The resulting image using the MSLR representation takes 4.4GB to store. Figure 9 and Video S13 and S14 compare the proposed method with the respiratory-resolved reconstruction.
Second lung dataset
From the cross-section and Video S13, coughing can be observed in the beginning of the scan for the proposed reconstruction. The patient can be seen to return to a more regular breathing pattern after a while but still occasionally show abrupt motions. The proposed reconstruction does show severe flickering temporal artifacts when the patient coughs, but in general has less noise-like artifacts and much sharper features than the respiratory resolved reconstruction.
An instance of the proposed method takes about 11.5 hours and the respiratory resolved reconstruction takes about 15 minutes. The resulting image using the MSLR representation takes 2.8GBs to store. Figure 10 and Video S15 and S16 compare the proposed method with the respiratory-resolved reconstruction.
Third lung dataset
This dataset was acquired from a patient with interstitial lung disease. From Video S15, different sides of the lung appear to be asynchronous, with the right side often lagging behind the left lung during expiration, which may be due to the disease. The asynchronous phase also explains the severe blurriness in the respiratory resolved reconstruction as various parts of the image are in different motion state. On the other hand, flickering artifacts can be seen near the periphery for the proposed reconstruction, whereas the respiratory Dynamics can be seen more clearly in Video S11 and S12. From the cross-section over time and Video S11, regular breathing with slight variable rates can be observed. Overall, Video S11 of the proposed reconstruction shows temporal flickering artifacts. Looking at each frame individually, the proposed reconstruction shows similar image quality and sharpness as the respiratory resolved reconstruction for the expiration phase. For other phases, the respiratory resolved reconstruction is slightly sharper near the diaphragms.
resolved reconstruction does not. However, when focusing on the lung, the proposed method in general displays less spatial blurring and sharper features, such as near the diaphragms.
An instance of the proposed method takes about 11.5 hours and the respiratory resolved reconstruction takes about 15 minutes. The resulting image using the MSLR representation takes 2.9 GBs to store. Dynamics can be seen more clearly in Video S13 and S14. From the cross-section and Video S13, coughing can be observed in the beginning of the scan for the proposed reconstruction. The patient can be seen to return to a more regular breathing pattern after a while but still occasionally show abrupt motions. The proposed reconstruction does show severe flickering temporal artifacts when the patient coughs, but in general has less noise-like artifacts and much sharper features than the respiratory resolved reconstruction.
Discussion
We have developed a method to reconstruct large-scale volumetric dynamic image sequence from rapid, continuous, and non-gated acquisitions. The reconstruction problem considered is vastly underdetermined, and computationally and memory demanding. Using MSLR, the proposed technique can greatly compress dynamic image sequence on the order of a hundred GB to only a few GBs. Using the Burer-Monteiro heuristic, the reconstruction can directly optimize for the compressed representation with theoretical guarantees.
Finally incorporating stochastic optimization, the run-time for the resulting method is drastically reduced.
In Figure 2 , we compared the effect of different LR modelings. Consistent with observations in [34, 5] , LR has difficulty representing spatially localized dynamics, and exhibit temporal blurring of contrast Dynamics can be seen more clearly in Video S15 and S16. This dataset was acquired from a patient with interstitial lung disease. From Video S15, different sides of the lung appear to be asynchronous, with the right side often lagging behind the left lung during expiration, which may be due to the disease. The asynchronous phase also explains the severe blurriness in the respiratory resolved reconstruction as various parts of the image are in different motion state. On the other hand, flickering artifacts can be seen near the periphery for the proposed reconstruction, whereas the respiratory resolved reconstruction does not. However, when focusing on the lung, the proposed method in general displays less spatial blurring and sharper features, such as near the diaphragms.
enhancements in the ventricles. LLR is able to depict spatially localized dynamics well and show distinct contrast enhancements in the left and right ventricles. However, compared to MSLR, LLR has more spurious temporal artifacts. Because LR and LLR are subsets of MSLR, MSLR in principle can always perform better with the suitably tuned regularization parameters. The purpose of the experiment is to show that with a fixed regularization relationship between scales described in Equation (6), MSLR can still represent dynamics with the appropriate scale. This is also supported qualitatively in the MSLR decomposition shown in Figure 3 .
The benefit of using SGD compared to conventional iterative algorithms can be seen in Figure 5 . For GD, each pass of the k-space data only computes one iteration, whereas for SGD, each pass computes T C many iterations. Even though each SGD iteration makes fewer progress than GD, SGD reaches an approximate minimum faster by performing many more iterations. In our experiment with 20 frames, we observe that GD is approximately 15x slower, and expect this difference to be even greater with 500 frames. However, the current SGD reconstruction time is still long, ranging from 6 hours to 42 hours, depending on the number of coils and the reconstruction matrix size. We remain hopeful that with additional computing devices, either with large number of GPUs or cloud computing, reconstruction time can be brought to a reasonable range. This is partly supported by Figure 5b , which shows that the speedup of using multiple GPUs is almost linear from one to four GPUs. in different organs can be seen, which are more physiologically accurate. The benefits of higher temporal resolution can also be seen from the signal intensity curves. In particular, signal intensity peaks of the aorta are much higher in the proposed reconstruction, but are averaged out in the soft-gated reconstruction.
While bulk motion still affects the overall image quality as shown in Figure 6 , the proposed reconstruction can display the overall anatomical changes. This allows us to retrospectively adjust for bulk motion when computing the signal intensity curves, which can be useful for quantification purposes. does not offer much beyond unrolling the periodic dynamics. However, for the second and third lung datasets with irregular breathing, the proposed reconstruction provides substantially improved image quality, and also depicts the irregularities. In particular, in the second lung dataset, coughing can be seen from the beginning of the dynamic image series. In the third lung dataset, different sides of the lungs can be seen to have different phases throughout the scan.
While the proposed method does show transient dynamics that are not seen in gating based reconstructions, additional artifacts can be observed. In particular, flickering temporal artifacts can often be seen in some reconstructions. We believe there are several factors that contribute to them: (1) Coil sensitivity map variation is not accounted for in the reconstruction. Since chest coils were placed directly on the patient's body, they can vary substantially for large movements such as those in Figure 6 and Figure 9 . A temporally varying coil sensitivity map estimation can potentially correct for this. (2) 
Conclusion
We demonstrated a method that can reconstruct massive 3D dynamic image series in the extreme undersampling and extreme computation setting. The proposed technique shows transient dynamics that are not seen in gating based methods. When applied to datasets with irregular, or non-repetitive motions, the proposed method also displays sharper image features. S9 The proposed reconstruction of the third DCE dataset. Regular breathing motion can be seen in the proposed reconstruction. Contrast dynamics starting from the aorta, and slowly filling in the cortex and the medulla can be observed at a high frame-rate. S10 Soft-gated reconstruction of the third DCE dataset. Contrast dynamics starting from the aorta, and slowly filling in the cortex and the medulla can be observed. S11 The proposed reconstruction of the first lung dataset. Regular breathing with slight variable rates can be observed. Overall, the proposed reconstruction shows temporal flickering artifacts. S12 Respiratory resolved reconstruction of the first lung dataset. The respiratory resolved reconstruction is slightly sharper near the diaphragms in most phases than the proposed reconstruction. S13 The proposed reconstruction of the second lung dataset. Coughing can be observed in the beginning of the scan for the proposed reconstruction. The patient can be seen to return to a more regular breathing pattern after a while but still occasionally show abrupt motions. The proposed reconstruction does show severe flickering temporal artifacts during the patient coughing, but in general has less noise-like artifacts and much sharper features than the respiratory resolved reconstruction. S14 Respiratory resolved reconstruction of the second lung dataset. The respiratory resolved reconstruction in general more noise-like artifacts and much blurrier features than the proposed method. S15 The proposed reconstruction of the third lung dataset. This dataset was acquired from a patient with interstitial lung disease. Different sides of the lung appear to be asynchronous, with the right side often lagging behind the left lung during expiration, which may be due to the disease. Flickering artifacts can be seen near the periphery. However, when focusing on the lung, the proposed method in general displays less spatial blurring and sharper features, such as near the diaphragms. S16 Respiratory resolved reconstruction of the third lung dataset. The respiratory resolved reconstruction in general more noise-like artifacts and much blurrier features than the proposed method, but with less flickering artifacts.
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